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Learn the causes of slow calculation 

 

Some workbooks take a long time to recalculate when you edit a cell. There are a 

number of possible causes.  

  Back to top 

Various issues can slow 

down formula calculation 

You have just completed a magnificent workbook to extract all sorts of information 

from a big table of data. The trouble is, each time you edit a cell, Excel spends 

several minutes recalculating. That’s going to waste a lot of time. What could be 

slowing down your workbook? There are number of possible causes: read about 

them below and find out whether they apply to your workbooks. 

Functions that search are 

slow 

If you have many functions that search ranges and the ranges to search are long, 

then calculation time can be slow. Such functions are: VLOOKUP, MATCH, 

SUMIFS, SUMIF, COUNTIFS, COUNTIF, AVERAGEIFS, AVERAGEIF, DSUM, 

DCOUNT, DCOUNTA and several other similar D (Database) functions. 

Volatile functions may 

cause constant recalculation 

Typically, those functions only calculate when one of the cells they refer to 

changes. In which case, once they have calculated, they don’t usually calculate after 

every change. However, if such a formula includes another function that is a 

volatile function or the formula refers to a cell that contains a volatile function, the 

formula calculates after every change to the workbook 

Most formulas recalculate 

when the data referred to 

changes but some functions 

calculate after any change 

Most formulas recalculate only when the data they refer to change. Volatile 

functions are the exception. Such functions calculate every time there is a change to 

an open workbook.  Examples include the NOW and TODAY functions (which 

return the current time and date respectively), and the RAND function (which 

generates random numbers).  

 For example, =VLOOKUP("1-Aug-2015",dtiIncomeByDate, 2, FALSE) may take a 

while to calculate (if dtiIncomeByDate is a large table). However, it will only 

recalculate when you change the dtiIncomeByDate table. You don’t do that very 

often, so a little delay is acceptable.  

There are some half a dozen 

volatile functions 

In contrast, =VLOOKUP(TODAY(), dtiIncomeByDate, 2, FALSE) will recalculate 

every time you edit any cell in any open workbook. Besides NOW, TODAY, and 

RAND, other volatile functions include INDIRECT, OFFSET, CELL and INFO. 

OFFSET can often be replaced with INDEX. INDIRECT can (and should) probably 

be avoided. 

The dependencies tracking 

limit might be exceeded 

Another reason for recalculation after every change is that the formula references 

limit for tracking formula dependencies has been reached. As mentioned, non-

volatile functions should only recalculate when a cell they refer to changes.  

 That means Excel needs to keep a list of which cells each formula refers to. If there 

are too many references to store in available memory, Excel recalculates every cell 

after every change. 

You might copy formulas to 

a range, calculate and 

remove 

A possible solution to the above and other issues is to update a range by copying a 

single row of formulas to the range and, after calculation, removing the formulas, 

retaining the values. In that way, as there are no formulas remaining in the range, 

those formulas cannot be triggered to recalculate when they don’t need to.  

 Keep the formulas to copy in a row above the frozen panes. You might even create 

a simple macro to copy and paste the formula, calculate, and then copy and paste 

the range as values. 
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VLOOKUP can sometimes 

be replaced by faster 

MATCH and INDEX 

If there are many columns containing VLOOKUPs, you can often replace them 

with one column containing MATCH functions and multiple columns that contain 

INDEX functions (see Create faster lookup formulas, InDepth Excel 266, December 

2015). 

Data Tables cause the 

calculations to run multiple 

times 

A Data Table is a feature that runs the calculations of a workbook multiple times. 

Depending on the calculations used in your workbook, calculating the Data Table 

might take a while. 

Stop Data Tables 

automatically calculating 

You can change the calculation mode 

to Automatic Except for Data Tables 

(Figure 1). To do so: 

(1) Choose Formulas | Calculation | 

Calculation Mode | Automatic Except 

for Data Tables (Alt M X E).  

(2) When you want to calculate the 

Data Tables, press F9. 

 

Figure 1 – Change calculation mode 

 Note that the Data Table feature is something quite different from the Table created 

by choosing Insert | Table.  For more, see Introduction to Data Tables in the AbleOwl 

Knowledge Base. 

Array formulas can be very 

slow 

Array formulas that process large ranges can be very slow. If you have such 

formulas search long ranges, you should consider non-array formula solutions. 

Custom functions might be 

slow 

Custom functions, that is, functions written with macros, depending on how they 

are written, can be slow if they process large ranges. The answer, of course, is to 

write such functions to run efficiently. 

 

 

Ruru's refresher 

 

Refresh your memory of useful topics discussed in past articles. 

 >>Files: Unmerge.xls Back to top 

 
Ruru is trying to sort the spreadsheet below, to get all the states grouped 

together. Unfortunately, someone has merged several of the cells.  Ruru needs to 

select all merged cells and unmerge them, so that Excel can sort the data. 

  

 

Figure 2 – File: Unmerge.xls, sheet: dMergedCells 

http://www.ableowl.com/Tickets/TicketOpenPDF.aspx?path=~/PDF/DocumentStorage/Articles/200507/Instant/IntroductionToDataTables/GenieTopicIntroductionToDataTables.pdf&action=view
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
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You cannot sort data that 

includes merged cells 

Because there are merged cells of different sizes (compare K15 and M15 in Figure 

2), Excel cannot perform the sort (Figure 4).  The goal is to sort by State, as shown 

in Figure 3, but first the merged cells need to be un-merged. 

 

Figure 3 – Sort feature invoked to sort by State 

 

 

Figure 4 – Sort impossible 

What is the best way to 

select just the merged cells, 

to un-merge them? 

 

a) Go to | Special (F5) 

b) Ctrl+A  

c) Find (Ctrl+F) 

d) Ctrl+* 

 Go to answer(s) 

 

Use a linked picture to display a summary 

irrespective of column widths 

 

Rather than resizing columns to accommodate any summary figures at the top of a 

worksheet, you can insert a linked picture which doesn’t affect the column widths.  

  
>>Files: PreorderLinked.xlsm Back to top 

How can you create 

summary figures that are 

independent of column 

width? 

Figure 5 shows Lowbale Ltd’s pre-orders, filtered for Northland, Auckland, and 

Bay of Plenty.  Some summary figures are shown in rows 12 and 13, but there is 

limited space, and the column widths are determined by the Table below.  There is 

a lot of space between the numbers in M12:M13, and the text in N12:N13.  The 

space is necessary to fit the Table values below, but it looks untidy. 

 

 

Figure 5 – File: PreorderLinked.xlsm, sheet: iNoPicture 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_170/PreorderLinked.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_170/PreorderLinked.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_170/PreorderLinked.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/FileAccessHandlers/MP4FileAccess.ashx?id=378DB08F-82C2-4EBF-8438-C5384B4E9D12
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/FileAccessHandlers/MP4FileAccess.ashx?id=9BAA4C6E-9BBE-40BA-9F53-BFCEC6FCB9AC
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 Compare Figure 5 with Figure 6 – there are no large gaps, and the darker-green fill 

is tight around the summary figures. 

 

 

Figure 6 – File: PreorderLinked.xlsm, sheet: iLinkedPicture 

Create a linked picture of 

figures stored elsewhere 

The summary figures aren’t actually in rows 12 or 13: Figure 7 reveals that the 

entire summary is a picture that can be positioned anywhere on the worksheet.  

But not just any picture: a linked picture. 

 

 
Figure 7 – Linked picture summary can be repositioned, even on top of other data 

A linked picture updates as 

the data changes 

The picture needs to be linked so that when the formulas change, the image 

updates.  But what is the picture linked to? 

 (1) On the iLinkedPicture sheet, click the picture. 

A formula appears in the Formula bar (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8 – Formula refers to cells behind frozen panes 

 The picture is of the range B2:E3, cells which are safely behind the frozen panes. 

Turn off frozen panes to 

view the cells the picture 

links to 

(2) Turn off frozen panes by choosing View | Window | Unfreeze Panes  

(Alt W F F), or use a GenieMini shortcut, Ctrl+Alt+F. 

(3) Press Ctrl+Home to go to cell A1. 

The column widths fit 

exactly 

The range B2:E3 contains the summary figures (and labels).  The column widths 

are sized to fit the labels and numbers exactly (Figure 9). 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_170/PreorderLinked.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_170/PreorderLinked.xlsm
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Figure 9 – Cells behind frozen panes 

Creating a linked picture is 

simple 

It is easy to create a 

linked picture: 

(1) Select the range to 

create a picture of. 

(2) Press Ctrl+C to 

copy. 

(3) Choose Paste | 

Linked Picture 

(Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 – Paste as Linked Picture 

 

Ruru's refresher: answer 

 

Refresh your memory of useful topics discussed in past articles. 

 >>Files: Unmerge.xls Back to top 

 
Ruru needs to select all merged cells and unmerge them, so that Excel can sort 

the data by State. 

 

Figure 11 – File: Unmerge.xls, sheet: dMergedCells 

What is the best way to 

select just the merged cells, 

to un-merge them? 

 

a) Go to | Special (F5) 

b) Ctrl+A  

c) Find (Ctrl+F) 

d) Ctrl+* 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
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 Ruru’s Explanation 

Use Find to find formatting (4) Press Ctrl+F and select Format, then on the Alignment tab, place a tick beside 

Merge cells, as shown in Figure 12 below. 

 

Figure 12 – Find Format dialog box opened from Find and Replace 

Select the result cells (5) Click Find All, and then select all results found as shown below. This also 

selects the merged cells in the spreadsheet (not shown here). 

 

 

Figure 13 – Select all found cells 

Unmerge the cells (6) With the merged cells now selected, click the drop-down arrow beside Merge & 

Center on the Home ribbon (XL13 shown in Figure 14; XL07/XL10/XL16 are 

similar) and choose Unmerge Cells. 
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Figure 14 – Unmerge selected cells 

Select the data including the 

blank cells that need to be 

filled 

 

 

 

 

 

Select blank cells only 

There is another task before 

Ruru can try the sort again; 

gaps in the data need to be 

filled. 

(7) Re-select the data range 

as shown in Figure 15, to 

include all rows that have 

blank cells to be filled in.  

(8) Press F5 and click the 

Special button, to display the 

dialog box of Figure 16. 

Choose Blanks. 

 

Figure 15 – Unmerged cells including blank cells 

selected 

Type a formula 

 

 

 

 

 

Use Ctrl+Enter 

(9) With only the blank 

cells selected, type =, and 

press the Up arrow key, 

to give the formula 

shown in Figure 17. The 

formula refers to the cell 

above. 

(10) Press Ctrl+Enter to 

enter the formula into all 

selected (blank) cells. 

 

Figure 16 – Go To Special dialog box 
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Figure 17 – Formula for blank cells to refer to each cell above 

Paste with Paste Special and 

Values to remove formulas 

Finally, remove the formula 

from the cells to leave the 

results. 

(11) Reselect the now-filled-

in data cells. Press Ctrl+C to 

copy these cells, as shown in 

Figure 18 below. 

(12) Press Ctrl+Alt+V.  

In XL07+, this displays the 

Paste Special dialog box. 

(13) Press V, then Enter (or 

select Values and click OK.) 

Note that the desired result 

is shown on the 

dUnmergedCells sheet of the 

example file. This list is now 

ready to sort. 

 

Figure 18 – File: Unmerge.xls, sheet: 

dUnmergedCells 

 

  

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Instant_166/Unmerge.xls
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Calculate yearly budget and write off funds 

older than three years 

 

Use formulas to calculate a yearly budget from an annual allowance, plus any 

remainder from the three past years, but write off any remainders older than three 

years. 

 >>Files: ThreeYearBud.xls Back to top 

Three formulas provide the 

budget, and the actual and 

predicted write-offs for each 

year 

Kevin calculates the new year’s advertising budget from a set annual allowance, 

plus the remainder from the three previous years.  He needs three formulas: one to 

calculate the year’s total budget, one to calculate how much will be written off at 

the start of each year, and one to calculate how much was written off in prior years. 

 As a starting point, the simple formula in Figure 19 carries the funds forward from 

one year to the next. 

Unspent funds from 2010 

carry forward to the 2011 

budget  

 

 

2010 is the first year of 

interest, so the previous two 

years must also have values 

 

Kevin calculates that 

$1250.00 went unspent 

in 2010.  That remainder 

was carried forward to 

2011, for a budget of 

$3250.00 that year.  

 

The first year of 

calculation is 2010, but 

because the formulas 

refer to previous years, 

2008 and 2009 must 

have values.  Setting a 

zero remainder is 

sufficient for this 

purpose. 

  

 Figure 19 – File: ThreeYearBud.xls, sheet: mBudget 

 The current year is 2015 and Kevin needs a budget for 2016. He enters the forecast 

spending of $2377 for 2015 into M22. By the spreadsheet above, that leaves a 

remainder of $7170.30 in O22 to carry forward into 2016. However, that amount 

exceeds the maximum of 6000. 

Writing off money more 

than three years old is the 

challenge 

Because money is written off after three years, the maximum budget for any given 

year should be $6000 – three times the yearly allowance.  There is no allowance for 

this in the formula above. As a result, the budgets from 2013 onwards (N20:N23) 

are too high and, so, need to be reduced to a maximum of 6000. 

 A simple IF function could reduce the budget to less than or equal to $6000, but 

Kevin still wants to know how much is being written off each year. 

 2010 is the first year in Figure 19 to have a remainder – $1250 – but if the money is 

not spent within three years, it needs to be written off.  Of the money carried 

forward to 2011, only $400.20 is spent that year.  The remaining $849.80 is included 

in the funds passed forward to 2012.   

The remainder from 2010 

needs to be written off in 

2013 

By the end of 2012, $232.50 more is spent, but there is still $617.30 remaining, from 

2010.  This money needs to be written off at the start of 2013.  Kevin adds a column 

for the projected and actual write-offs (Figure 20). 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_259/ThreeYearBud.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_259/ThreeYearBud.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_259/ThreeYearBud.xls
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 Column P is referred to during each year, until the year’s spending is finalised.  

Column Q is referred to to compare how much was written off in previous years. 

 

  

Figure 20 – File: ThreeYearBud.xls, sheet: mBudgetComplete 

Column N shows the total 

budget for each year 

The formula to calculate the 2010 budget in N17 is: 

=L17+MIN(4000,O16) 

The MIN function ensures 

that the total budget doesn’t 

exceed $6000 

The MIN function adds the lesser of the values inside the brackets to the 2010 

allowance in L17.  The values are 4000, and O16, the 2009 remainder.  At most, 

$4000 will be passed forward to 2011, so that the yearly budget can never exceed 

$6000. 

O17 contains a simple subtraction: the budget less the spending to calculate the 

year’s remainder. 

Column P shows the 

projected write-off for each 

year 

If the remainder is greater 

than $4000, the excess is 

written off the next year 

The formula to calculate the projected write-off in P17 is:  

 =MAX(0,O17-4000) 

MAX is the opposite of MIN: the greater of the values inside the brackets is 

selected.  The amount written off in 2011 will be zero, unless there is more than 

$4000 remaining in O17. 

Column Q shows the actual 

sums written off each year 

The actual amount written off is calculated in column Q: for 2010, it is the 2010 

allowance less the 2010 budget, plus the 2009 remainder.   In words, it is the 

amount of the 2010 remainder that comes from previous years.  This is zero in 2010. 

 

  

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_259/ThreeYearBud.xls
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_259/ThreeYearBud.xls
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Use a Table as the source for a Data Validation 

list 

 

Data Validation provides a drop-down list to choose a value for a cell. In this 

article, see how to use a Table as the source for the list, and also see how to provide 

a two-column list by using a GenieMini dialog box. 

 >>Files: TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm Back to top 

The sheet iPriceList 

contains items to be listed 

in a drop-down list 

The example file includes a Table on the iPriceList sheet, as shown in Figure 21. 

Even though the Filter drop-down arrows are not visible, the striped row 

formatting gives the game away. In this article, you will see how to use the Table as 

the source for a drop-down list. Then, you will use a GenieMini feature  to choose 

values from two columns of the list. 

 

 

Figure 21 – File: TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm, sheet: iPriceList 

The drop-down list is on the 

iOrderTier1 sheet 

(1) Open TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm, go to 

iOrderTier1!K15 and press Alt+Down 

arrow. 

 

That displays a drop-down list created 

with Data Validation. The list comes 

from the first column of the price list. 

 

(2) Choose Data | Data Validation | 

Data Validation (Alt A V V). 

The Data Validation dialog box 

appears. 

 

Figure 22 File: TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm, 

sheet: iOrderTier1 

Because the Data Validation 

list uses cell addresses, new 

rows will not be included 

You see that the list reference has cell 

addresses. Cell addresses do not self-

adjust for new rows added to the 

bottom of the Table or inserted above 

row 15, but Table references do. 

 

A Table also expands to include new 

data automatically – for more detail, 

see Allow for table expansion: use 

Table/List on the AbleOwl Knowledge 

Base. 
 

Figure 23 – Data Validation dialog box 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Tickets/TicketOpenPDF.aspx?path=~/PDF/DocumentStorage/Articles/Foundation/F3/ExpansionTableList/GenieExpansionTableList.pdf&action=view
http://www.ableowl.com/Tickets/TicketOpenPDF.aspx?path=~/PDF/DocumentStorage/Articles/Foundation/F3/ExpansionTableList/GenieExpansionTableList.pdf&action=view
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 The solution would be to use the Table reference, =dtbPriceList[Code], but Data 

Validation won’t accept that as a valid entry in the Source box. 

 

So what is the solution? 

(3) Close the dialog box. 

Select the data in the first 

column of the Table 

(4) Select iPriceList!K15:K20. 

 

Note that you can select a column of a Table by positioning the mouse pointer at 

the top of the Header row so that a down arrow appears, as shown in Figure 21. 

Then click to select the data range of the column, which excludes the header cell.  

Name the Table reference (5) Choose Formulas | 

Define Name | Define 

Name (Alt M M D). 

The New Name dialog 

box appears, which 

conveniently includes, in 

the Refers to box, the Table 

reference to that range. 

 

(6) Enter in Name, 

dceCode 

The prefix dce stands for 

data column excluding 

title. 
 

Figure 24 – Create a range name that refers to a Table 

reference 

 (7) Choose OK. 

 (8) Return to iOrderTier1, select K15:K20 and choose Data | Data Validation | Data 

Validation (Alt A V V). 

The Data Validation dialog box appears. 

Apply the named range to 

the Data Validation settings 

(9) Delete the entry in the Source box, press F3, select dceCode and choose OK. 

You can simply type dceCode, of course. Its name is fresh in your mind now, but 

later, should you need to enter a name, the Paste Name dialog box accessed with F3 

will prove useful. 

 (10) Choose OK. 

Test (11) Enter 6666 in iPriceList!K21. 

The Table extends down. 

 (12) Return to iOrderTier1!K15 and press Alt+Down arrow.  

6666 appears at the bottom of the list. 

It would be useful to see 

product descriptions as well 

as the code 

The Validation list only displays the product codes. What is needed is to display 

the product descriptions aside the codes. However, a Validation list can contain 

only a single column.  

 You could insert into the price list Table a separate column that has the code and 

description concatenated. In the Order sheet, you would need to make the Code 

and Description into one column. You would also need to make an amendment to 

the formula that returns the price.  
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 The extra column in the price list would be otherwise unnecessary clutter, but you 

could place the column to the left of the frozen panes so that it is not visible.  

For a long list, being able to 

jump to the first entry that 

begins with the keys typed 

would be useful too 

Another limitation of the Data Validation list is that you cannot select an item by 

typing keys. If you have a list of hundreds of items, it is tedious to scroll through 

the list to find the item required. Of course, if you know the complete code, you can 

type it all, but sometimes you remember only the first digit or so. 

 GenieMini provides 

another solution: 

the dialog box 

shown in Figure 24. 

This lists codes 

from named range 

dceCode, and 

matching 

descriptions from 

dceCode2 (a second 

named range). 

Typing 337 selects 

the first code that 

begins with 337. 

Follow these steps 

to use the dialog 

box: 

 

Figure 25 – Display codes and descriptions to select from 

File: TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm, sheet: iOrderTier1 

Create a named range 

dceCode2 

(13) Create the range name dceCode2 and refer it to the Description column of the 

iPriceList Table. 

 (14) Go to iOrderTier1!K17 and press Ctrl+Alt+/. 

 (15) Type 337 to select item 3376. 

 (16) Press Enter to enter code 3376 into K17. 

Lookup formulas in L17 and M17 return the description and price. 

 GenieMini sees the range name, dceCode, used by Data Validation in the cell, and 

looks to see whether there is the range name but with suffix 2. If there is, it also 

displays that data in the dialog box. 

Delete rows from the Table (17) Go to iPriceList and delete the top row that contains code 1050. 

You can use your own preferred method to delete rows; there isn’t a wrong way to 

delete entire rows. Note that there is a problem if you press Ctrl+- on the last row 

of a Table; if you don’t select the row first, you delete columns instead.  

 (18) Also delete the bottom two rows of the Table, which contain codes 5748 and 

6666.  Hint: F4, the repeat key, is useful to repeat the previous action. 

Test (19) Check that the drop-down list, on the iOrderTier1 sheet, no longer includes the 

items 5748 and 6666. 

 
 

 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_266/TablesSelfAdjust.xlsm
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Adjust follow-up appointment dates to 

working days, and avoid public holidays 

 

Use a formula to adjust follow-up appointments from a date to the same weekday 

months later, and account for public holidays. 

 >>Files: Appointments.xlsm Back to top 

A formula is required to 

correct appointments that 

fall on public holidays 

Ebawllo Dentistry aims to book follow-up appointments for clients on the same 

weekday as the initial appointment.  A formula gives the appropriate date months 

after the previous appointment, but doesn’t take public holidays into account.  

 

 

Figure 26 – File: Appointments.xlsm, sheet: mAppointmentDates 

The existing formula 

schedules appointments on 

the same weekday months 

later 

The formula to calculate the next appointment uses three functions.  DATE adds 

the number of months in column M, and one month extra, to the previous 

appointment date.  DAYS returns the number of days between the previous and 

next appointments.  MOD returns the remainder of DAYS divided by 7, so that the 

next appointment falls on the same weekday as the previous appointment.  

Conditional formatting 

highlights appointments on 

public holidays  

Conditional formatting applies to mAppointmentDates column N, which 

highlights public holidays in red font. 

The Edit Formatting Rule dialog box is displayed overleaf in Figure 27.  It shows 

the formula, and a preview of the formatting applied when this formula is TRUE. 

 The conditional formatting applies to mAppointmentDates!N14:N26.  It is 

important that the cell reference N14 in the formula isthe active cell of the 

conditionally-formatted range. .  Otherwise, the conditional format would appear 

on the wrong cells. 

file://///CICERO/PublicData/d/OurProds/mag/CombinedMag/000/Appointments.xlsm
file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
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The Edit Formatting Rule 

dialog box shows the 

formula used to 

conditionally format cells 

 

Figure 27 – Edit Formatting Rule dialog box 

Public holidays are listed on 

sheet mHolidays 

 

 

The conditional formatting 

formula uses MATCH, 

ISNA, and NOT 

Figure 28 shows part of the list of public 

holidays used by the conditional formatting 

formula below. 

=NOT(ISNA(MATCH(N14,mHolidays!$K$

14:$K$40,0))) 

MATCH compares the value of N14 to 

mHolidays!K14:K40.  If any of the values 

are the same, MATCH returns the position 

of the matching entry. 

MATCH has three arguments: (a) The value 

to search for.  (b) the range to search in.  (c) 

Whether to search for an exact match, or 

approximate. 

  

Figure 28 –  

File: Appointments.xlsm,  

sheet: mHolidays 

 ISNA takes a single argument – a value – and returns TRUE if that value is #N/A.  

Otherwise it returns FALSE.  MATCH returns #N/A if the value to search cannot be 

found, such as N15, 02/06/14.  02/06/14 does not equal any of the dates in 

mHolidays!K14:40.  MATCH returns #N/A, and ISNA returns TRUE. 

 Because the conditional formatting applies to cells where the formula is TRUE, 

NOT is used to invert the result of ISNA (N15 should return FALSE so no 

formatting is applied).  NOT takes a single argument – a value – and returns 

FALSE if the value is TRUE, TRUE if the value is FALSE, and the #VALUE! Error if 

the value is neither. 

MATCH can return a 

replacement date 

Rather than changing the dates in red manually, the MATCH function can also be 

used as part of a formula to replace public holidays with a different day. 

The replacement dates can 

be quickly calculated with 

WEEKDAY 

The formula uses the WEEKDAY function.  WEEKDAY returns the number of the 

weekday from 1-7.  WEEKDAY has two arguments: (a) A date, (b) Which weekday 

to number 1.  In the formula below, Mondays return 1, Tuesdays return 2, etc, 

through to Sundays, which return 7. 

file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
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 Figure 29 shows the completed table of public holidays and the dates to substitute. 

 The dates in column L are calculated using MATCH, which returns #N/A if the 

date examined is not equal to any in column K: 

=IF(ISNA(MATCH(K16-WEEKDAY(K16,2)-2,$K$14:$K$40,0)),K16-

WEEKDAY(K16,2)-2,K16-WEEKDAY(K16,2)-4). 

A date minus the 

WEEKDAY of itself always 

returns the same weekday 

Subtract additional days to 

return the desired weekday 

 

 

Thursdays and Fridays can 

be consecutive holidays: 

Wednesdays cannot  

The formula uses MATCH to first test 

whether the Friday prior to the public 

holiday in question is also a holiday.  If so, 

it returns the previous Wednesday. 

K16-WEEKDAY(K16,2) returns the 

previous Sunday for any value of K16.  This 

is changed to Wednesday by subtracting an 

additional four days. 

The reason for returning the previous 

Wednesday in the first case, and not the 

Thursday is that, at most, consecutive 

public holidays can add up to a four-day 

weekend. 

It is possible for both the Thursday and 

Friday of a given week to be public 

holidays, but not the Wednesday as well.  

If the Friday before the holiday is not also a 

holiday, the formula simply returns that 

date. 

The corrected appointments shown in 

Figure 26 (previous page) are calculated 

using the formula: 

 

Figure 29 – File: 

Appointments.xlsm, sheet: 

mHolidaysComplete 

 =IF(ISNA(MATCH(N15,mHolidaysComplete!$K$14:$K$40,0)),N15,INDEX(mHolid

aysComplete!K14:L39,MATCH(N15,mHolidaysComplete!$K$14:$K$40,0),2)). 

 If the next appointment date is a public holiday (determined again by MATCH), 

the formula returns the replacement date found by INDEX and MATCH.  In short, 

INDEX returns the cell on mHolidaysComplete found in the same row as the 

matched public holiday, one column across. 

 mAppointmentDates N18 is equal to mHolidaysComplete K25, so the corrected 

date in L25 is returned. 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
file:///C:/Users/ebarnard/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HR3ZZ7DY/Appointments.xlsm
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INDEX returns a risk rating 

from the matrix according to 

the supplied row and 

column numbers 

INDEX has three arguments: (a) Range to return data from. The named range 

dteMatrix, as shown selected in Figure 31, contains the data to return. (b) Row 

number, in this case provided by the Likelihood parameter. (c) Column number, in 

this case provided by the Impact parameter. 

The INDEX formula returns the cell at the intersection of the row and column 

numbers. For example, =INDEX(dteMatrix,2,3) returns “High”. 

Look up matrix values using INDEX and 

MATCH 

 

Use a two-dimensional INDEX function, with two MATCH functions, to look up 

likelihood and impact parameters from a risk ratings matrix. 

  
>>Files: RiskRating.xlsx Back to top 

A hotline customer asks 

how to look up two 

parameters 

Our hotline customer needs to return the risk rating (Extreme, High, Medium, or 

Low) from a two-dimensional matrix, depending on two parameters: Likelihood 

and Impact. This matrix is shown on the next page (Figure 31). 

Because there are two 

parameters, a VLOOKUP 

does not suffice 

“The formula needs to look up parameters in the matrix and return the 

appropriate response,” writes our customer. “The confusing bit for me is having a 

second parameter; otherwise, I think a VLOOKUP would work.” 

 

 

Figure 30 – Risk ratings returned by INDEX for two-number parameters 

File: RiskRating.xlsx, sheet: mRisks1 

Use the INDEX function to 

return values from a two-

dimensional range  

The solution, shown in Figure 30 above, is an INDEX formula that uses the 

Likelihood and Impact parameters as row and column numbers.  

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/FileAccessHandlers/MP4FileAccess.ashx?id=69328646-3A23-4382-A71F-29E492E7E01A
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/FileAccessHandlers/MP4FileAccess.ashx?id=6A858F4D-9DD1-4548-B22D-67484570328B
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Figure 31 – Risk rating matrix, showing named range dteMatrix (selected) 

File: RiskRating.xlsx, sheet: dMatrix 

The data table is not 

actually a Table 

The name dteMatrix signifies that the range is a data table (dt) that excludes (e) 

headings. Note that the cells are not actually in an Excel Table.  The term data table 

is used here to mean a two-dimensional range of data cells. 

A second example features 

word parameters 

A further refinement is shown on the mRisks2 sheet of the example file (Figure 32 

below). This time, the two parameters are provided as words, rather than numbers. 

 

 
Figure 32 – Risk ratings returned by INDEX for two word parameters 

File: RiskRating.xlsx, sheet: mRisks2 

 The formula for the cell selected in Figure 32 appears below (Figure 33). 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
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Figure 33 – Formula using two MATCH functions to return row and column numbers 

MATCH returns the 

position of where a lookup 

value occurs in a range 

The MATCH function works a little like a VLOOKUP: it 

returns the position at which the lookup value appears in 

the lookup array. Only the first appearance is counted, so 

there must be no duplicates in the data. 

The third argument of MATCH is optional, but it is 

generally necessary to include, as you usually want an 

exact match regardless of how the data is sorted. 0 

provides an exact match.  

The default value of 1 finds the largest value less than the 

lookup value (similar to how a VLOOKUP behaves with a 

TRUE fourth argument). A value of -1 finds the smallest 

value greater than the lookup value. 

The named range dcLikelihood, where dc stands for data 

column, is shown selected in Figure 34 on the right. 

For example, =MATCH(“Likely”,dcLikelihood,0) returns 2, 

because the word “Likely” is found on row 2 of the named 

range. 
 

Figure 34 

The use of MATCH twice 

provides both row and 

column numbers 

The first MATCH in the formula shown in Figure 33 provides the row number for 

the INDEX function. A second MATCH provides the column number. The named 

range drImpact (dr: data row) is shown selected in Figure 35 below. For example, 

=MATCH(“Moderate”,drImpact,0) returns 3. 

 

 
Figure 35 – Named range drImpact selected on dMatrix sheet 

File: RiskRating.xlsx, sheet: dMatrix 

Result sheets mRisks1 and 

mRisks2 have conditional 

formatting copied from 

dteMatrix 

Column N of the result sheets (Figure 30 and Figure 32) has the same conditional 

formatting as applied to the dteMatrix range, so the same colours appear. To save 

time in setting up the conditional formats, it is useful to copy the dteMatrix cells, 

and then use Paste Special|Formats (Alt H V R) on the result sheets. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_261/RiskRating.xlsx
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Have a macro loop through sheets 

 

Often, you want a macro to process all sheets in a workbook. Here is an example of 

how to use a loop in a macro. 

 >>Files: ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm Back to top 

To process several sheets, 

you might group them 

Suppose you want Excel to perform the same action on several sheets of the 

workbook. You can often hold down Shift and click several sheet tabs, to group 

those sheets, and then perform the action (such as changing page setup settings). 

Excel features such as 

Protect Sheet are not 

available for grouped sheets 

Certain Excel features are not available with grouped sheets. For example, you 

cannot apply protection to grouped sheets (Figure 36). That is an easy task for a 

macro to do; this article shows how. 

 

Figure 36 – Protect Sheet is not available when there are grouped sheets 

File: ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm, sheet: iAbsenceInst 

Write a macro loop to 

protect each sheet in turn 

It would be possible to record a macro, select a single sheet, apply protection, select 

the next sheet, and so on. But a much better solution is to write a macro that 

repeats statements automatically for each sheet in turn. That requires a loop. 

There are three main types 

of macro loop 

There are three main types of loop in Visual Basic (the language of macros). One is 

a loop that counts (Figure 37). 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

Sub ForNextProtect() 

    For i = 1 To Worksheets.Count 

        Worksheets(i).Protect 

    Next i  'Variable name is optional here 

End Sub 

Figure 37 – The For…Next loop increases a counter variable to count through sheets 

One type of loop repeats 

while i counts up 

Line 3 will repeat for however many worksheets there are in the active workbook. 

The letter i represents a variable which counts from a value of 1 to the Count of 

worksheets. It could easily be named WorksheetNumber rather than i, but the 

name is traditional: it once stood for integer. 

http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_268/ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_268/ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm
http://www.ableowl.com/Genie/Magazine/Files/Indepth_268/ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm
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The counter variable is of 

limited use for worksheet 

processing 

Excel allocates the worksheet numbers from left to right, so the number itself has 

little significance. You would not want to rely on a particular sheet having a certain 

number, as the position of the sheet might change. 

 Figure 38 shows a second type of loop that repeats until a condition is true. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

Sub DoUntilProtect() 

    i = 1 

    Do Until i = Worksheets.Count 

        Worksheets(i).Protect 

        i = i + 1 

    Loop 

End Sub 

Figure 38 – The Do…Until loop here repeats until a counter reaches the number of worksheets  

The Do Until loop is also 

not appropriate 

Although this loop works, it is more cumbersome than the first loop, as the 

counting variable i has to be defined separately and increased each time the loop 

repeats. Do Until is therefore not the best solution here. 

 The most elegant solution is a third type of loop: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

Sub ForEachProtect() 

    For Each aSheet In Worksheets 

        aSheet.Protect 

    Next aSheet 

End Sub 

Figure 39 – The For…Each loop repeats once for each object in the Worksheets collection 

Each time around the loop, 

aSheet represents one 

worksheet 

The For Each loop relies on an object variable, aSheet. Instead of storing only a 

number (as i did), aSheet stores a reference to a worksheet object. Line 3 then 

applies the Protect method of the worksheet object - simple, and elegant. 

The collection name, 

Worksheets, sets the type of 

the aSheet object 

The reason that aSheet represents a worksheet is not due to the name: it could 

have been named XYZ or aBook and it would still represent a worksheet. It is the 

collection name, Worksheets, that ensures the success of the loop. Because the 

collection has at least one worksheet, the object variable represents each of those 

worksheets as the loop progresses. 

The objective is to protect 

grouped sheets including 

chart sheets, not all 

worksheets 

Sharp-eyed readers may have noticed that the claim made earlier was "to apply 

protection to grouped sheets". The macros shown so far protect all worksheets, but 

not chart sheets. Also, none of the macros will run if there are grouped sheets: 

then, an error results when the Protect method attempts to protect a sheet. 

Here is a macro to meet the 

objective 

The example file includes the macro shown in Figure 40. It includes three 

refinements: 

(i) Sheets are protected with a password, stored in the macro code. 

(ii) The macro only processes grouped sheets. 

(iii) The macro processes chart sheets as well as worksheets. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Sub GroupedSheetsProtect() 

    Const aPwd = "abc" 

    For Each aSheet In ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets 

        aSheet.Select  'This ungroups the sheets, which prevents an error 

        aSheet.Protect aPwd 

    Next aSheet 

End Sub 

Figure 40 – This macro applies a password to grouped sheets 

 Line 2 defines a constant. This is like a variable, except that it cannot change while 

the macro runs.  
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This time, the collection 

contains only the selected 

sheets 

ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets, in line 3, is a collection of the selected (grouped) 

sheets, including chart sheets. Note that there may be more than one window for a 

single workbook; ActiveWindow is the selected window. 

Protect only works when 

there are no grouped sheets 

Line 4 selects each sheet as the loop progresses, which ungroups the sheets. This is 

needed because the Protect method cannot run when there are grouped sheets, 

even though Protect is applied to only one sheet at a time. 

 Interestingly, once started, the loop continues through the collection of grouped 

sheets, even though there are no longer grouped sheets.  

The macro leaves the sheets 

ungrouped 

When the macro finishes, the sheets are left ungrouped. This is acceptable as it 

helps to prevent accidental editing of grouped sheets, plus it would be rather 

fiddly to have the macro both keep track of which sheets are grouped and also re-

select them. 

 To test the macro: 

(1) Select at least two sheets in ProtectSheetsMacro.xlsm. 

(2) Press Alt+F8 to display the Macro list. 

(3) Choose GroupedSheetsProtect from the list, and press Enter to run (Figure 41). 

Selected sheets should now be protected. 

 

Figure 41 – Select two sheets to test the GroupedSheetsProtect macro 

Create another macro to 

unprotect 

To get some practice with loops, why not create another macro that unprotects the 

sheets? Surprisingly enough, the method you need is Unprotect, rather than 

Protect. 
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Use Up/Down Bars to display the average 

across clustered columns 

 

To include a monthly average as horizontal line on a clustered column chart, you 

can (mis)use Up/Down bars. 

 >>Files: Flavours.xlsx Back to top 

 
Figure 42 shows the sales of Owabell yoghurt flavours over six months.  To better 

judge the success of each flavour, the month’s average is also plotted as a line 

series on the same axes, with markers and no line.  The X for the average value is 

centred over the month heading, but it’s not clear which X any column relates to. 

The average value as a line 

series shows the trend  

 

Figure 42 – File: Flavours.xlsx, sheet: rCharts 

Up/Down bars can be used 

to show the average as a 

horizontal line 

In Figure 43 below, a horizontal line across all the columns for the month makes it 

clearer which average a column relates to.  Up/Down bars – creatively misused – 

provide the horizontal lines. 

 

 

Figure 43 – File: Flavours.xlsx, sheet: rCharts 
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Up/Down bars are intended 

to highlight the variance 

between line series 

Figure 44 is an example of the 

intended purpose of Up/Down 

bars: to demonstrate the 

difference between two line series 

point by point. 

The bar is grey if the first series 

(Cash out) is greater than the 

second (Cash in), and white if it is 

less than the second.  

Figure 44 – File: Flavours.xlsx, sheet: mLine 

If the two series are equal, 

the bar becomes a line 

When the two line series are identical, the bar between them displays as a 

horizontal line, as in the case of March in the example. 

Displaying the average as a 

line requires that three 

series be added to the chart 

To create the Up/Down bars, you need to enter the values shown in Figure 45, rows 

24-26: a blank series Average to represent the bars in the margin, and two identical 

series containing the calculated average. 

 

 

Figure 45 – File: Flavours.xlsx, sheet: mYoghurtComplete 

Copy and paste the new 

series directly into the chart 

(4) On sheet mYoghurt, enter the values shown in Figure 45, in rows 24-26 (copy 

and paste the averages from row 21 into rows 25 and 26). 

 (5) Select K24:Q26 and copy and paste the range into the chart below. 

The chart should appear as in Figure 46. 

 

 

Figure 46 – Chart with newly-pasted series 
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The new series need to be 

changed from columns to 

lines 

(6) Right click on a bar of Average 1 and choose Change Series Chart Type… 

In Excel 2013 and later, the Change Chart Type dialog box opens with Combo 

selected (Figure 47). 

 In Excel 2010 and earlier, the Change Chart Type dialog box opens with Line 

selected (Figure 51). 

 

 

Figure 47 – Change Chart Type dialog box (Excel 2013) 

 There is a difference in the steps between Excel versions.  The steps on the next 

page cover Excel 2013 and later, then Excel 2010 and earlier. 

 Excel 2013 

Change the new series from 

column to line 

(7) Change the Average Chart Type to Line as shown in Figure 47.  Repeat for 

Average 1 and Average 2. 

Plot Average 1 and Average 

2 on the secondary axis 

(8) Tick the Secondary Axis boxes for Average 1 and Average 2.  Do not tick the 

box for Average (see Figure 47). 

 (9) Choose OK to close the dialog box. 

Add Up/Down bars to the 

chart 

(10) Select Average 1 on the chart and choose Chart Tools | Design | Chart Layouts 

| Add Chart Element | Up/Down Bars | Up/Down Bars. 

 This adds down bars to the chart – usually this would add both up and down bars, 

but because Average 1 and Average 2 are equal at all points, no up bars are 

needed. 
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Figure 48 – Change Chart Type dialog box (XL13) 

Format the bars to the 

desired colour and width 

(11) Right-mouse click on a down bar and choose Format Down Bars… 

This opens the Formatting Task pane (Figure 49). 

 (12) Under Border, check Solid line, and change the colour to a medium orange. 

 (13) Change the width to 1.5pt. 

Select Average with the 

Formatting Task pane 

element selector 

(14) Select the series Average with 

the element selector (click Down 

Bar Options shown right). 

This will change the headings of 

the Formatting Task pane (Figure 

50). 

 

Figure 49 – Formatting Task pane (down bars) 
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Format Average to match 

the down bars, and Average 

1 to have no line 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the gap width of 

Average 1 to 10% 

Delete the legend entry for 

Average 1 

 

Repeat for Average 2  

(15) On the Fill & Line tab, choose 

Line | Solid line, and change the 

colour to medium orange. 

(16) Change the width to 1.5pt. 

(17) Use the element selector to 

select Average 1.  

(18) Choose the Fill & Line tab, 

and change the Line style to No 

line. 

(19) Choose the Series Options tab 

and set the Gap Width to 10%. 

(20) Double-click the legend entry 

for Average 1 to select it, and 

press Delete. 

(21) Repeat (17)-(20) for Average 

2. 

 

Figure 50 – Formatting Task pane (data series) 

Delete the secondary 

vertical axis 

(22) Select the secondary vertical axis (by using the element selector, or by clicking 

it) and press Delete. The finished chart should appear as in Figure 43. 

 Excel 2010 and earlier 

 (23) In Excel 2010 and earlier, choose the Line tab.  Choose Line, and choose OK. 

Use the Change Chart Type 

dialog box to make Average 

1 and 2 line series 

 

Figure 51 – Change Chart Type dialog box (XL07/10) 

 (24) Right-click on a bar of Average 2 and choose Change Series Chart Type…  

 (25)  Repeat (23) for Average 2. 

Change Average to a line 

series 

(26)  Select Average using the drop-down menu under Chart Tools | Format | 

Current Selection. 

 (27)  Choose Chart Tools | Design | Type | Change Chart Type. 
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 (28)  Repeat (23) for Average. 

Plot Average 1 on the 

secondary axis 

(29)  Select Average 1 and choose Chart Tools | Format | Current Selection | 

Format Selection. 

This opens the Format Data Series dialog box (Figure 52). 

 (30) Choose Series Options, and check Secondary Axis. 

 

 

Figure 52 – Format Data Series dialog box (XL07/10) 

Set the gap width to 10% (31) Change the Gap Width to 10%.  Choose Close. 

Repeat for Average 2 (32) Repeat (29)-(31) for Average 2. 

Add Up/Down bars to the 

chart 

(33) Select Average 1 and choose Chart Tools | Layout | Analysis | Up/Down Bars 

| Up/Down Bars. 

This adds down bars to the chart – usually this would add both up and down bars, 

but because Average 1 and Average 2 are equal at all points, no up bars are 

needed. 

Format the bars to the 

desired colour and width 

(34) Right-mouse click on a down bar and choose Format Down Bars… 

This opens the Format Down Bars dialog box (Figure 53). 

 (35) Choose Border Color, check Solid line and select a medium orange. 

 

 

Figure 53 – Format Down Bars dialog box (XL07/10) 

 (36) Choose Border Styles, change the width to 1.5pt, and choose Close. 

Format Average to match 

the down bars 

(37)  Select Average (as in (26)) and choose Chart Tools | Format | Current 

Selection | Format Selection. 

 (38)  Choose Line Color, and check Solid line (Figure 54). 
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Figure 54 – Format Data Series dialog box, Line Color section (XL07/10) 

 (39)  Choose a medium orange for the line colour.  Choose Close to exit the dialog 

box. 

Format Average 1 and 2 to 

have no line 

(40) Right-mouse click on the line of Average 1 and choose Format Data Series… 

(41) Choose Line Colour and check No line.  Choose Close. 

(42) Repeat (40)-(41) for Average 2. 

Delete the legend entries for 

Average 1 and Average 2 

(43) Double-click the legend entries for Average 1 to select it, and press Delete.  

Repeat for Average 2. 

Delete the secondary 

vertical axis 

(44) Select the secondary vertical axis and press Delete. 

The finished chart should appear as in Figure 43. 
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Excel inquisition 

Test your understanding of the topics covered in this edition of InDepth Excel.  Back to top 

(1) Which functions are likely 

culprits for slow 

calculation? 

a) DSUM and MATCH 

b) VLOOKUP and HLOOKUP 

c) COUNTIF and SUMIF 

d) All of the above 

(2) What does the F5 key do in 

Excel? 

a) F5 open the Paste Name dialog box 

b) F5 repeats the last action 

c) F5 changes relative cell references to absolute cell references 

d) F5 displays the Go To dialog box 

(3) What would you expect 

the range name for Table 

of sales data, excluding the 

heading row, to be? 

a) dtbSales 

b) dtiSales 

c) dteSales 

d) dceSales 

(4) What does the WEEKDAY 

function return when 

given the date 1/7/2016 (a 

Friday)? 

a) 5 

b) 6 

c) Friday 

d) It depends on what day of the week you tell WEEKDAY to count as 1 

(5) What is the usual purpose 

of Up/Down Bars? 

a) To create a waterfall chart 

b) To demonstrate whether a value has risen or fallen from the previous value 

c) To illustrate the difference between two line series 

d) To illustrate the difference between two column series 

(6) Which of the following is 

not a type of macro loop? 

a) Do…Until 

b) For Each…Next 

c) If…End If 

d) For…Next 

(7) Which function returns the 

number position of a 

search value in  

a) MATCH 

b) VLOOKUP 

c) INDEX  

d) FIND 

(8) Which Excel feature can 

you use to select all 

merged cells? 

a) Find and Replace 

b) Sort and Filter 

c) The Go To dialog box 

d) The Go To Special dialog box 

 

   Go to answers 
pIndepth_2 58 Indepth_ 259 Indepth_ 26 0 
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Editor's letter 
 

 

 

 

This sample edition of the Excel Journal collects exemplary articles from previous 

editions of Instant and InDepth Excel (the publications that the Excel Journal 

replaces).   

Kind regards, 

Ellen Barnard 

 Back to top 
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Excel Knowledge Base, 

publications, webinars, 

training, Add-Ins, videos, 
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Website http://www.ableowl.com  

Email info@ableowl.com  

Phone Australia Melbourne: +(61) 3 8400 4580  

Sydney: +(61) 2 9496 2330 

 New Zealand +(64) 7 854 9276 
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Windows Media Players, we recommend wmv; for all others, mp4. 
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